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Soundtrack to the 60s
The Berkeley Music Scene

Ina Coolbrith Plaque Dedication

Folksinger Ellen Faust.
Photo by Arthur F. Gough,
courtesy of Harold Adler.

Save the Date !
Opening Celebration, Sunday, October 8, 2017
Berkeley Historical Society

There

have been several Bay Area exhibits,
festivals and celebrations of the 50th anniversary of
the “Summer of Love.” The Fall 2017 exhibit of the
Berkeley Historical Society will focus on the unique
contribution of Berkeley musicians to 1960s music
throughout the whole decade.

The exhibit will document local venues where performances were held, as well as recording studios
and record shops that preserved and disseminated
the Berkeley Sound. From small folk singer gatherings in private homes to public stages, Berkeley
provided a rich milieu of opportunity for inspiration
and creativity.
(continued on page 3)

Members of the organizing committee before unveiling of the
plaque. Back row, left to right: Steve Finacom (BHS), Robert
Kehlmann (Berkeley Historical Plaque Project), David Snippen
(Plaque Project), Aleta George (author of Coolbrith biography),
Sharon Entwistle (Plaque Project), Charlie Bowen (Berkeley Path
Wanderers), Carl Wikander (Plaque Project and BHS). Front row:
Burl Willes (BHS), Jeanine Castello-Lin (BHS). Photo by Colleen
Neff.

On a beautiful Sunday afternoon, June 11, a group of about

30 people from BHS and three other organizations celebrated
the culmination of more than a year of efforts to honor the
poet Ina Coolbrith in Berkeley. A public path between Miller
Avenue and Grizzly Peak Boulevard, formerly called Bret
Harte Lane, was renamed Ina Coolbrith Path by the Berkeley
City Council last December, with the aid of the Berkeley Path
Wanderers Association. (Bret Harte still has another path and a
street named for him.) The Berkeley Historical Plaque Project
has placed a plaque about Coolbrith at the Miller Avenue end
of the path, funded through BHS by a generous anonymous
donor.
Aleta George, author of Ina Coolbrith: The Bittersweet Song of
California’s First Poet Laureate, led a walk to the plaque from
Remillard Park along streets named for some of Coolbrith’s
writer colleagues.
(continued on page 3)
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Fred Etzel has nearly finished a subject index of more than 100
articles published in the Berkeley Historical Society newsletters
over the past two decades. The index will be posted on our website,
and articles can be read at the History Center until we can manage
to digitize them and add them to the website. Please contact me
(president@berkeleyhistoricalsociety.org) if you would like to
help with scanning the articles. We don’t want such treasures as
“Swedish Life in Lorin, 1905-1925,” “Childhood Memories of Nut
Hill,” and “The McGee-Spaulding District Goes Radical” to fade
into obscurity. Stories of the Marston, Palache, Spenger and other
families, along with many other subjects, will also become more
accessible through this project.
Linda Rosen, Cyrus Khojasteh and several helpers have been
putting together an illustrated timeline of Berkeley history that
will become a valuable year-round addition to what visitors can
see at the History Center. It has been quite a challenge to choose
the highlights to feature, match them with pictures, pare down the
number of words to fit the space, and double- and triple-check
everything. The timeline will be installed after the “Soundtrack to
the 60s” exhibit closes next April, in time for BHS to celebrate its
40th anniversary.
Anniversaries provide an opportunity to reflect back on our own
organizational history. We are compiling a list of all the exhibits we
have presented at the History Center, a list of our publications, and
a chronology of BHS presidents. We have also begun reviewing
our bylaws and clarifying policies and procedures.
Anniversaries are also, of course, a time for celebration. Do you
like to organize parties or other special events? Let us know if you
can help make our 40th anniversary memorable! Remember, we are
a completely volunteer-run organization, and we always welcome
new volunteers! If you are already a volunteer or would like to
consider becoming one, please mark your calendar for our annual
volunteers’ picnic, Sunday, August 20! As usual, one opportunity
for helping out will be the Solano Stroll, on
September 10 this year.
Have a great summer,
Ann Harlow, President

(Soundtrack - continued from page 1)

A timeline of major national and international events will provide context for local musical developments. Other parts
of the exhibit will focus on the many venues where music was played and recorded, as well as the folk scene, the rock
scene, rhythm and blues, the role of music in the protest movement and the career of Country Joe McDonald.
Historical photographs will be combined with posters from Country Joe McDonald’s archives to provide a visual
record of the decade. Clothing and other artifacts will also be on display.
Opening day will feature live musical performances by local groups. The exhibit will run through April 1, 2018. Additional programming during the course of the exhibit will include panel discussions and interviews, covering such
topics as women in rock and the development of rock poster art.
– Shelley Rideout
(Coolbrith - continued from page 1)

Aleta George, author of Ina Coolbrith biography.
Photo above by John Aronovici; photo at left by
Reenie Raschke.

After the unveiling of the plaque, we went back to Remillard Park for refreshments, anecdotes and poetry.
Claire Baker of the Ina Coolbrith Circle told us about
other Coolbrith landmarks and read a poem of her
own. Richard Angilly, president of the Ina Coolbrith
Circle, read a Coolbrith poem, and Aleta George read
another.
We appreciated the opportunity to collaborate with
several other organizations on this worthy project! See
http://berkeleyplaques.org/plaque/ina-coolbrith-poet/
for the text of the plaque.
– Ann Harlow
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Was Berkeley Police Chief August Vollmer a Nazi Sympathizer?
					
By Willard M. Oliver
						
The short answer to the title’s question about the famous police chief is an
emphatic “No!” Yet that neither explains why there is a growing movement
to label the famous Berkeley Police Chief a member of the German American
Bund—a late 1930s pro-Nazi group in America—nor why the evidence
being used to support these claims is false. This article hopes to present
incontrovertible proof that “The Father of American Policing” was not a Nazi
sympathizer.
To start with, August Vollmer was born in America, was an American citizen,
and he loved his country. Vollmer was born to German immigrant parents,
but he was born in New Orleans on March 7, 1876. In 1898, when America
went to war with Spain, Vollmer enlisted in the California Volunteers and
served in the Philippines. Later, when America became involved in the “war
to end all wars,” Vollmer dutifully filled out his draft card, but was told he
was too old for the first two rounds and by the third round, the war was over.
Berkeley Police Chief Greening and Still, Vollmer served his country by teaching recruits in the newly created
former Chief August Vollmer breaking Defense Department’s Corps of Intelligence Police during the war.
ground for the new Hall of Justice in
1939, the same time frame in which Vollmer’s name ended up on a list of Nazi
sympathizers. Photo courtesy of Michael
J. Holland, Berkeley Police Historical
Unit.

So, how did he come to be considered a Nazi sympathizer?
Starting in the early 2000s, a number of blogs began posing the question of
whether or not August Vollmer was a Nazi sympathizer.

The alleged evidence came from a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request to the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI) in 2001 that “proved” he was a member of the German American Bund (see https://vault.fbi.gov/germanamerican-bund). This organization was founded in 1936, to highlight the German Nationalism that was being advanced
by the recently established German Chancellor, Adolf Hitler. The group was initially very small, numbering only a
few thousand, but began to grow, reaching an estimated 25,000 by 1939. For most Americans of German descent,
it was a social opportunity to celebrate their German heritage, not to advance Hitler’s radical policies or the Final
Solution. Most of the groups were located throughout the American German Belt, but a few chapters were started in
California. After Germany invaded Poland on September 1, 1939, the organization quickly dissolved.
The rumors reached new heights on May 22, 2015, when Glenn Beck of The Glenn Beck Program aired a piece which
argued “The father of militarized policing was both a progressive and a Nazi sympathizer.” Beck insinuated that being
born to German parents made Vollmer evil, and that his military background and professionalization of the police was
a secret movement to turn them into Nazis.
Not long after this episode appeared, the August Vollmer Wikipedia page (since corrected) had this to say about
Police Chief August Vollmer: “Files released by the FBI under the Freedom of Information Act show that Vollmer
was a member or sympathizer of the German-American Bund, a Nazi sympathizer group for Americans of German
ethnic origin.” The Wikipedia page did have it correct that files were released by the FBI based upon a FOIA request.
One of those documents, originally dated October 22, 1940, was titled “Federal Bureau of Investigation Freedom of
Information/Privacy Acts Release, Subject: German American Bund” and came from a “confidential source” who
provided a “list of persons alleged to be sympathizers of the German-American Bund.” If one searches through the
249-page document, the name August Vollmer does indeed appear twice in the document, the first time simply listing
an address in Los Angeles, while the second time clearly describing Police Chief August Vollmer of the Berkeley
Police Department, and repeating the previous address.

(continued on p. 5)
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(Vollmer - continued from page 4)

So, why was Vollmer’s name on a list of Nazi Sympathizers?
After Germany invaded Poland, President Roosevelt ordered all local police to turn in any information they might
have related to espionage. Lists of people were then sent to the FBI with most bearing no evidence that they were
involved in subversive activities, but simply because they were German. August Vollmer’s name ended up on a list
that Director Hoover sent to the Special Agent in Charge in L.A. — the same list that was then released through a
FOIA request in 2001.
Even at first blush, one must question the veracity of the “confidential source” that provided his name and address,
but it is that address which provided the crucial clue for the truth. You see, August Vollmer only lived in L.A. for
one year, from the summer of 1923 to the summer of 1924, when he was on loan from Berkeley to be the L.A. Police
Chief. Vollmer took up residence at a hotel near the police station so he could walk to work. The FBI document
lists August Vollmer’s address as “4046 Verdugo Road, Los Angeles, California.” That address, according to Google
Maps, is 5.8 miles from where the police station was located, so it is doubtful he lived there. In fact, when looking
at the 1940 Census, it shows that one August F. Vollmer lived at that residence. It also shows him to have been 58
years old, born in Germany, and a baker by trade. He lived there with his wife Emma. The August Vollmer who was
Berkeley’s Police Chief, however, had no middle name, he was 64 at the time, and had been born in New Orleans.
He was also a retired police chief and professor, not a baker, and he was married to Pat Fell at the time, not Emma.
Whoever started this claim that Vollmer was a Nazi sympathizer violated one of the first rules of genealogy research:
make sure you have the right person. A simple check of the U.S. Census records could have prevented this false
rumor from starting, but because of someone’s neglect and/or laziness, a false narrative about Berkeley’s Police Chief
August Vollmer began. Hopefully that has now ended; Vollmer’s memory deserves better.
		
Willard M. Oliver is a professor of criminal justice at Sam Houston State University and is the author of
August Vollmer: The Father of American Policing (Carolina Academic Press, 2017).

Seeking Assistance with Oral Histories — Focus on the Berkeley Co-op
In late April, I attended the Southwest Oral History Conference in Tempe, Arizona, where I presented a talk, “Retrospective of Consumers Cooperative of Berkeley Oral Histories: Additions from the Past and New Insights.” I represented the Berkeley Historical Society as a Consultant for the BHS Oral History Committee.
Items of discussion included: progress on expanding the Berkeley Co-op Oral History Collection with five new
transcriptions of oral history audiotapes; efforts toward further editing of existing draft transcripts that still need more
reformatting and fine-tuning; and new and continuing developments in the Cooperative Movement. I also included
commentary by existing Co-op activists in connction with the BHS exhibit in 2011, “Consumers Cooperative of
Berkeley: A Noble Experiment.”
Currently, I am seeking to meet with a few additional people who are knowledgeable about the Berkeley Co-op and
can provide ideas and assistance toward further completion of this Oral History Collection. Bob Schildgen, former
editor of the Co-op News, has provided good editorial comments and would be invited to meet with this group. Other
advisors include Vangie Buell, former Assistant Education Director of the Berkeley Co-op, and Betsy Wood, retired
Berkeley Co-op Home Economist. Barbara Bogue, daughter of Robert March, is currently assisting with editing
of her father’s oral history, recently transcribed. And David and Kevin Collins continue to oversee editing the oral
history of their father, Larry Collins.
If you are interested in meeting with some of us, please send me your contact information. We are planning to meet
this summer (July–August) at the Berkeley History Center. Please provide your email address and your telephone
number. I can be reached at email (tpipeln@jps.net) or tel. 510-841-5493 (leave a message, please).
– Therese Pipe
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Oral History News
Leon Wofsy
Reflections on His Years in the Communist Movement, 1929-1956
By Jeanine Castello-Lin

The

Berkeley Historical Society Oral History Project is
pleased to share via its YouTube channel a new tripartite set
of interviews with UCB Professor Emeritus Leon Wofsy. In
these interviews, Professor Wofsy offers a personal appraisal
of Communist activities in the United States in the first half
of the 20th century.
Born in 1921 and raised in a family devoted to the Communist
struggles for social and economic justice, Leon remembers
gathering to bear witness to Sacco and Vanzetti’s execution
in 1927. In 1930, Leon and his older brother skipped school
to attend the workers’ May Day parade—only to see his
father and ten other demonstrators hauled off to jail, where
they were brutally beaten.
Leon has childhood memories of both the hardships of a life
devoted to social justice and the camaraderie of being part of
a fight for basic rights such as unemployment insurance, the
right to organize, and the abolition of lynching and Jim Crow.

Professor Wofsy addressing a gathering of about 8,000
people at the anti-war Vietnam Commencement at UC
Berkeley, May 17, 1968.

As the war clouds gathered in Europe, Communists were
among the strongest voices against rising fascism. As a
college student at City College New York, Leon joined other
students in support of the Spanish Republic against Franco’s
invasion that opened the way to World War II.

After service in the Army, Wofsy became an organizer in leftist youth organizations. He became the national chair of
the Labor Youth League, a job which put him on the watch list of the McCarthyites. Leon was forced to go underground
for months at a time. He was subpoenaed by HUAC and called to testify before the McCarran Subversive Activities
Control Board in proceedings aimed at effectively outlawing organizations on the “Attorney General’s List”.
Leaving the Party in 1956, Leon eventually became a professor of immunology at UCB, where he continued to speak
up for justice through the Free Speech, anti-Vietnam War and anti-apartheid movements.
Tonya Staros and I were fortunate enough to interview Leon last fall and this past winter in his home in Alameda,
where he lives with his wife, Gail.
The video of the interview is in three parts: Part I, 1921-33; Part II, 1933-45; and Part III, 1945-91.
You can find them by going to “Oral Histories” on the side bar of the Berkeley Historical Society web site, or by
searching directly on YouTube for his name.
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Paul Salz
Kindertransport Refugee and Scientist at Lawrence Berkeley Lab
By Tonya Staros

Paul Salz, a nonagenarian who lives in Berkeley, is one of those people who doesn’t complain; to talk to Paul is

to receive a dose of humor and life-affirming good cheer. The air of nonchalance that he imparts would not prepare
one for the fact that he was one of the Kindertransport children. During World War II, as an early teenager, Paul was
separated from his family to take the penultimate train to England as part of an effort to rescue Jewish children from
Czechoslovakia. It took him eight years to reunite with his parents and brother.
The buoyancy that Paul exudes would also not prepare the listener for the fact that Paul’s late wife Lottie was a
survivor of a Nazi concentration camp and her whole family was exterminated in the camps. Paul and Lottie met at
Berkeley’s International House; they eventually married and settled in Berkeley, where they raised a family and had
busy working lives.
We decided to share the story of Paul’s and Lottie’s extraordinary journeys to Berkeley and videotaped Paul as part
of an effort to preserve stories of Berkeleyans who witnessed, participated in or made major contributions to key
historical events of the 20th century.
Summary of the two-part video interview (each part about half an hour):
Part 1. Pre-WWII Jewish life in the Sudetenland and Prague. Escape via Kindertransport, 1939. Life in England for
Kindertransport refugees during WWII. RAF in Ceylon, WWII.
Part 2. Arrival in the US, 1948. Reuniting with parents after 9 years. Lottie Wallerstein Salz’s story: concentration
camp, Death March. Life at post-WWII International House, Berkeley. Marriage.

Paul and Lottie Salz on their wedding day, 1953.
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Big Opening Weekend for Vollmer Exhibit
The Berkeley Historical Society broke new ground in April 2017 when it opened a new exhibit designed and
planned by an out-of-town guest curator, Professor Willard Oliver from Sam Houston State University in Texas.
The exhibit focused on August “Gus” Vollmer, Berkeley’s pioneering police chief. Oliver has just published the first
comprehensive biography of Vollmer, August Vollmer: The Father of American Policing.

Will Oliver designed and printed the exhibit contents in Houston, Texas and sent the materials to Berkeley via FedEx,
where a BHS team led by Phyllis Gale, Steve Finacom, and John Aronovici mounted, assembled, and installed the
exhibit. Oliver came with his wife, Judy, to Berkeley for the exhibit opening and to give a keynote talk at the Annual
Meeting.
Oliver’s whirlwind visit involved presentations at five major events in three days. On Friday he spoke to the Berkeley
Breakfast Club, followed by a tour of the exhibit for BHS docents, board members and volunteers. Saturday was a
two-fer, with a walking tour of Vollmer sites in downtown Berkeley for BHS in the morning, and the Berkeley Police
Retirees banquet in the evening at His Lordships. The events wrapped up on Sunday, April 23rd, with the exhibit
opening preceded by Oliver’s most detailed lecture, which enthralled the crowd.
BHS garnered considerable press coverage of the events and the exhibit. The University of California published an
interview with Oliver highlighting Vollmer’s connections to higher education. There were a number of “Berkeleyside”
stories and a San Francisco Chronicle article. Local feature writer Martin Snapp and BHS past president Steve
Finacom wrote columns for the Berkeley Voice, and CBS Channel Five News ran a same-day story on the exhibit.

Will Oliver leads August Vollmer walking tour group in front of Berkeley police headquarters.
Photo by John Aronovici.

The annual meeting had more than 70 people attending, and another “first” for BHS—recording, simulcast and rebroadcast of the lecture by Berkeley Community Media. It was held in the City Council Chambers in “old” City Hall,
where Vollmer used to meet with the City Council.
One touching moment came during the talk when Oliver showed a color photograph of Vollmer talking with local
children in the 1950s. Four of those children—now senior adults—were in the audience and came up to the front of
the room to pose with the picture, to delighted applause from the audience.
(continued on page 9)
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(Vollmer - continued from page 8)

Will Oliver speaking in Old City Hall.
Photo by John Aronovici.

Four of “Uncle Gus” Vollmer’s young neighbors, 60 or so years
later. Photo by John Aronovici.

Another serendipitous event came through collaboration with the Berkeley Police Department, including newly
appointed Chief Andrew Greenwood (who grew up in Berkeley) and retired police sergeant and head of the BPD
“Historical Unit,” Michael Holland. Not long before the exhibit opening BPD had recovered not only Volllmer’s
engraved police revolver—a Smith and Wesson given to him by his deputies in 1906—but his solid gold, diamondstudded chief’s badge which came, like Oliver, from Texas. An estate dealer, who had found it in the belongings of a
deceased academic, contacted the BPD, and returned it gratis to Berkeley.
Both revolver and badge were on display by the BPD at the Historical Society exhibit opening for a few hours, before
they were returned for safekeeping to the Police Department headquarters.
Chief Greenwood also went along on the Saturday walking tour with Oliver, and treated participants to a quick visit
through Berkeley Police headquarters, where historical materials line the corridors and a large portrait of Vollmer
hangs in the Chief’s conference room.
(continued on page 10)

Guest curator Will Oliver introducing docents and other volunteers to
the exhibit. Photo by Steven Finacom.

Retired Sgt. Michael Holland, Chief Andrew Greenwood, Will Oliver and John Aronovici with Vollmer’s
gun and badge at opening event. Photographer
unknown, but thanks!
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(Vollmer - continued from page 9)

Michael Holland arranged for the loan of some items for the exhibit,
including Berkeley Police arrest books, copies of Vollmer police
reports, and a version of the lie detector which BPD pioneered.
The extensively illustrated exhibit covers Vollmer’s history from
his service in the Spanish American War, through his career as
Berkeley’s Town Marshal, then Police Chief, to his second career
as an academic and, finally, his planned suicide due to illness.
There was an added bonus to Oliver’s visit to Berkeley for the
opening. On previous visits he had not been able to see the inside of
Chief August Vollmer’s presentation pistol and gold Vollmer’s home on Euclid Avenue. This time, one of the attendees
and diamond badge. Photo by John Aronovici.
on the BHS walk volunteered to introduce the Olivers to the
residents, who graciously invited them to visit and see the spaces
so intimately associated with Vollmer’s career and life.
The exhibit can be viewed through September 23, 2017 at the
History Center during the regular Thursday–Saturday 1–4 PM
schedule. A limited number of copies of Oliver’s book are available
for purchase at the History Center for $70 (as of this date, less than
the Amazon price).
– Steve Finacom

John Aronovici staffing our booth at the Bay
Area Book Festival. Photo by Ann Harlow.

Book Festival

This past June 3–4, for the third year in a row, BHS participated in the Bay Area Book Festival in Downtown Berkeley.
We have been there since the beginning, representing the local historical community.
As we have done in past years, we shared a booth with the Berkeley Architectural Heritage Association (BAHA).
Each organization sold its own books and publications from one end of the booth, and in between we had a changing
array of local history authors signing their books.
Our guest authors this year have written on topics as diverse as the mid-century African American community in
South Berkeley, a murder mystery set in a fictional Berkeley recycling center, and the contributions of the New Deal
to Berkeley.
The Book Festival shrank in size between last year and this year, but we had a great location in front of the Community
Theater and facing Civic Center Park. Many friends of BHS and newcomers to Berkeley History stopped by the
booth. We sold numerous books and postcards and added dozens of emails to our public outreach list.
One highlight was selling our last copy of Dave Weinstein’s It Came From Berkeley, a lively set of historical anecdotes.
Berkeley Mayor Jesse Arreguin stopped by the booth and was excited to find we had one remaining copy for sale. He
bought it right away.
Board members Phyllis Gale and Steve Finacom organized the BHS/BAHA booth, as they have done in previous
years. Several Board members and BHS volunteers took shifts in the booth, and John Hammond, John Aronovici
and Phyllis Gale shared cashiering duties.
– Steve Finacom
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How Barbara Luce-Richey Added a “Pocket Park” to
John Spring’s Solano Avenue Terrace Tract
						

By Fred Etzel

In

1909, Mark Daniels designed the Thousand Oaks Tract
located in the gentle hills of north Berkeley for John Hopkins
Spring. A year later he designed for Spring the Solano Avenue
Terrace Tract abutting the west side of the Thousand Oaks
Tract. Sometimes when large tracts of land are subdivided into
lots for development, small areas of land remain which do not
meet the requirements for legal lots. When Daniels designed the
Solano Avenue Terrace Tract, such a small area remained where
Peralta, Solano, Capistrano and Tacoma Avenues converge. The
map below shows a portion of the Solano Avenue Terrace Tract
and the small area adjacent to the lots numbered “1” and “16.”
In the early 1900s, urban parks were at least several acres in
size and were landscaped with formal, decorative plantings. Solano-Peralta Park. Photo by Ann Harlow.
Possibly for this reason, Spring did not develop this small area
as a traditional park.
In the 1970s in the United States and elsewhere, the concept of landscaping small parcels of land to function as
pocket parks emerged and became popular. In 1978, Paul Richey and Barbara Luce-Richey purchased a single family
home built in 1924 and located at 1561 Capistrano Avenue. The house is within the Solano Avenue Terrace Tract
and happened to have been built on the corner lot numbered “16” next to the small open area created by the Solano
Avenue Terrace Tract. This open area confused drivers passing through, was noisy and caused traffic accidents,
including one where a car damaged the fence the Richeys had constructed around their lot. Where John Spring saw a
remainder area of land as too small to be a park, Barbara Luce-Richey saw the opportunity to develop a pocket park
to mitigate these problems.
Berkeley historian Trish Hawthorne has researched
the history of the development of Thousand Oaks
and Northbrae, and is the author of several essays
in the Berkeley Historical Society’s 1983 book,
Exactly Opposite the Golden Gate. Trish is a longtime resident of the Thousand Oaks Tract. Last
year she related to me how Barbara Luce-Richey
proposed and became an advocate for the creation
of what is now the City of Berkeley SolanoPeralta Park, a pocket park. Trish told me Barbara
researched the history of the site, raised money
and tirelessly advocated for its creation. In Trish’s
words, “It was her project.”
The 0.12 acre Solano-Peralta Park was funded by
monies from Measure Y, the Berkeley bond passed
in 1974 for park development. Completed in 1983,
the Solano-Peralta Park is used by neighborhood
residents and their children, by Solano Avenue shoppers, and by performers during the annual Solano Stroll. Barbara
moved away in the late 1990s, leaving as her legacy the Solano-Peralta Park.
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Time to Renew?
Please check your mailing label, and if your membership has expired, we hope to hear from you soon!
Membership dues are the primary support for the many activities of the Historical Society. We do send out
renewal envelopes twice a year. We are always looking for new members, so share your newsletter with
friends who might be interested in Berkeley history.

Berkeley Historical Society Membership
Membership in the Berkeley Historical Society (BHS) helps maintain the quality of all our activities, including
archives, exhibits, programs, events, walks, newsletter and operations.
NEW					

Individual $25			
Life Member $500		

Family $30			
Student/Low Income $15

RENEWAL

Contributor $50		
Business $100

Sponsor $100

You can also give a gift of a BHS membership or donate to our general or endowment fund(s):
Donate to General Operating Fund $_____
Donate to Louis Stein Endowment Fund $______
Gift membershlp (enclose name, address, etc. on separate paper)
BHS membership dues and financial donations are tax deductible as charitable contributions to the extent allowed by law.
I am interested in volunteering at the Berkeley Historical Society. Please have someone contact me.

Payment information: Total amount $________

Cash

Check (payable to BHS)

Credit card

Name(s) _____________________________________ Mailing address ____________________________________
City _______________ State ___ Zip _______ Phone ________________ Email _____________________________
(We use your email to notify you of special events, confirm event reservations, or send receipt for credit card charge)

I agree to the one time only charge of $ ________ to my credit card payable to the Berkeley Historical Society for membership dues and/or
other donations. A receipt will be emailed. Credit card information will be destroyed once payment is validated. More information on the BHS
credit card authorization policy and privacy policy is at www.berkeleyhistoricalsociety.org.

Signature ________________________________________ Date ________________
Mastercard
Visa
Discover
Amex

Name on card
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Card number

Expiration
date

Security
code

Cardholder
zipcode

